Hail! Hail! The Gang's All Here!
(What The deuce Do We Care)
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We, (are we,) are we, (are we,) are we, (are we,) With
gang of good fellows are we, (are we,) are we, (are we,) With
love one an-oth-er we do, (we do,) we do, (we do,) With
out for a good time we go, (we go,) we go, (we go,) With

There's nev-er a wor-ry you see, (you see,) you see, (you see,) you see, (you see,) We
brother-ly love and it's true, (it's true,) it's true, (it's true,) it's true, (it's true,) Its
noth-ing we do that is slow, (is slow,) is slow, (is slow,) It's
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laugh and joke, we sing and smoke, And live life merrily,
No

one for all, the big share you bet, The gang will tell you so;
No

matter the weather when we get together we have a jubilee.
No

matter the weather when we get together we drink a toast or two.
No

matter the weather when we get together we sing this song you know.
No

CHORUS

Hail! Hail! the gang's all here, What the deuce do we care,

What the deuce do we care, Hail! Hail! we're full of cheer,

What the deuce do we care, Bill! Bill!

What the deuce do we care, Bill! Bill!
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